
Features and your benefits

●  MRI compatible LED spot lights 

●  Focused light for injections (4000 K) 

●  Flexible adjustable 

●  Energy saving  

●  Long service life of approx. 25 000 hours  

●  Therefore, less maintenance costs 

●  CE and RoHS certified

●  230  VAC / 6 W

Spotlighting is indispensable for any kind of procedure on the patient during an MRI examination. Especially 
for injections, focused lighting will considerably facilitate the procedure. Due to the die-cast housing, which 
is adjustable in all directions, the beam of light can be optimally directed at the patient.  

The LED lamps were specifically tested for MR rooms. We would be happy to help you plan the optimal 
distribution of patient spotlights.  

Please note that this lighting is designed solely for use on patients and is therefore not available in a dimmable 
version. 

  SpotLIGHT « flex»  

   Spotlight on the patient
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Features and your benefits

●  Dimmable, MRI compatible LED lighting 

●  Modern design 

●  Energy-efficient  

●  Space-saving  

●  Long service life of approx. 25 000 hours 

●  Neutral white colour temperature (4000 Kelvin)

●  Less radiated heat and therefore lower 
    air conditioning costs   

●  CE and RoHS certified

●  42  VDC / 42 W

The dimmable LED light panels from IMEDCO bathe every last inch of an MR room in pleasant light. The 
brightness can be smoothly adapted to your requirements at any time with a dimmer. This provides a positive 
effect on your patients and employees.  

6 ultra-thin LED lighting panels with a size of 600 × 600 mm achieve an equal and comfortable illumination 
of rooms with an area up to 45 m2. The LED lighting fixtures are MRI tested and fit smoothly into the 
suspended ceiling.

  DimLIGHT « square »  

   LED light panels for MR rooms
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Features and your benefits

●  Dimmable, MRI compatible LED lighting 

●  Modern design 

●  Energy-efficient  

●  Space-saving  

●  Long service life of approx. 25 000 hours 

●  Neutral white colour temperature (4000 Kelvin)

●  Less radiated heat and therefore lower 
    air conditioning costs   

●  CE and RoHS certified

●  42  VDC / 18 W

The round dimmable LED lights from IMEDCO bathe every-last inch of an MR room in pleasant light. The bright-
ness can be smoothly adapted to your requirements at any time with a dimmer. This also has a positive effect 
on your patients and employees.  

12 ultra-thin LED lights with a diameter of 180 mm can be used to achieve homogeneous and comfortable 
illumination of rooms with an area of 45 m2. The LED lighting fixtures are MRI tested and fit smoothly into the 
suspended ceiling layout.

  DimLIGHT « round »  

   LED light panels for MR rooms
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Features and your benefits 
●  MRI compatible LED lighting (Non-dimmable) 

●  Modern design 

●  Easy retrofitting of the conventional 
    IMEDCO lighting  

●  No need for ramping down the MR-system 

●  Energy and space efficient  

●  Long service life of approx. 25 000 hours 

●  Warm white colour temperature (3 000 Kelvin) 

●  Less radiated heat and therefore lower 
    air conditioning costs

●  CE and RoHS certified

●  230  VAC / 18 W

Your MR room will shine in a whole new light with the round, ultra-thin, flush-mounted LED lights from 
IMEDCO. 10 - 12 lights ensure bright, evenly distributed and long-lasting lighting of rooms with an average 
size of approx. 45 m2.  

The main advantage is the fact that you can easily replace IMEDCO’s conventional lamps with this system 
one-for-one. The MRI-scanner does not have to be ramped down during the installation, thus the costs of 
retrofitting and downtime are significantly reduced.   

The best results are obtained by dividing the lighting fixtures between two light circuits, thereby providing 
you with the necessary brightness as needed.  

We would be pleased to assist you with the implementation of your new modern LED lighting. 

  FixLIGHT « round »  

  Flush-mounted LED lights for MR rooms
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The reliability door

An RF door needs to be much more resilient than your front door. Apart from the main task of providing access 
through the RF shielding, it must ensure permanently high shielding values despite the mechanical stress. 
The door must open and close smoothly while providing a high level of acoustic insulation. The IMEDCO RF 
door fulfils all these requirements. This means that our standard RF doors is a part of our SilentSHIELD™ 
Solution 

Our RF door has proved its worth over decades and has, of course, been constantly optimised in terms of its 
soundproofing. Laboratory tests provide insight into the acoustic insulation qualities of a door. Therefore, we 
are proud to be able to guarantee you excellent insulation values of Rw = 40 dB. Unpretentious aesthetics 
and the clear-cut design complete the overall concept.

Sandwich door structure with
insulating core, RF contact fingers
and two acoustic edge seals

  StandardDOOR  

   Soundproofing RF-door « Standard »
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Features and your benefits

●  RF shielding attenuation according
    to MR specifications (≥ 100 dB @ 10-300 Mhz)

●  Laboratory-tested insulation value
    Rw = 40 dB / optional Rw = 42 dB 

●  Tested according to EN ISO 10140-1 + 717-1  

●  Standard size: 1200 × 2100 mm  

●  Special sizes available

RF door SilentSHIELD™
Noise suppression in relation to frequency
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Standard RF attenuation

Magnetic field              15 MHz    

Electric field                  10 kHz
30 MHz

Plane waves               30 MHz            
100 MHz         
130 MHz

Other attenuations on request

Noise suppression

Attenuation of door
including frame

Permissible variation                         4.4 dB at 500 Hz
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f1600 = 44 dB
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Measured noise suppression R (42 dB)
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f1600 = 46 dB
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Why SilentSHIELD™

A symphony concert, a chainsaw or disco music 
are somewhat comparable to the noise level of 
an MRI device. This noise should be reduced as 
much as possible. In addition to the structural 
measures, the components of the RF shielding 
also play a vital role. The double shell construc-
tion with integrated acoustic insulation as well 
as the circular acoustic seals significantly reduce 
the noise level outside the RF shielding. That re-
sults in a relaxed working atmosphere for your 
staff and prevents conflicts with noise regula-
tions in the workplace.

The ideal acoustic insulation

Despite the particular importance of the RF door 
for acoustic insulation, it can only fulfil its purpose 
as part of an overall concept designed for noise 
redu ction. For further details about our acous-
tic solu tions please refer to our SilentSHIELD™ 
brochure.

The perfect soundproofing 

IMEDCO also offers windows, ceilings and walls in 
sound-absorbing SilentSHIELD™ construction. 
The IMEDCO sound insulation system Silent-
SHIELD™, was tested by an independently Insti-
tute. Talk to us when it comes to acoustic issues, 
radiofrequency or magnetic shielding. Profit from 
our know-how and the decades long experience 
as well as from several thousand successful 
installed RF shields all over the world.
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The smooth opening for MR rooms 

The «Frictionless RF soundproofing door» stands out not only due to the unique ease of operation but also 
because of the excellent soundproofing properties of Rw = 43 dB. You’ll be amazed.

Compared to the conventional RF door «StandardDOOR», this one requires absolutely no door contact fingers. 
Operating the RF door therefore requires very little force. 

The RF seal is ensured by an inflatable seal that runs around the entire door leaf in a close-fitting manner. 
Once the door is closed, the seal inflates and squeezes itself into the door frame. That results in less wear 
and tear to the door and its frame. You get an almost maintenance-free RF door because there is no need to 
replace contact fingers on a regular basis. 

  FrictionlessDOOR  

   RF soundproofing door « Frictionless »
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Features and your benefits

●  RF shielding attenuation according to 
    MR specifications (≥ 100 dB @ 10-300 Mhz)

●  Smooth-handling and easy to operate 

●  Lower maintenance costs 

●  Laboratory-tested insulation value Rw = 43 dB 

●  Tested according to EN ISO 10140-1 & 717-1    

●  Standard size: 1200 × 2100 mm  

●  Almost stepless threshold provides
    barrier-free access

Why SilentSHIELD™

A symphony concert, a chainsaw or disco music 
are somewhat comparable to the noise level of 
an MRI device. This noise should be reduced as 
much as possible. In addition to the structural 
measures, the components of the RF shielding 
also play a vital role. The cassette-construction 
with integrated acoustic insulation as well as the 
circular acoustic seals significantly reduce the 
noise level outside the RF shielding. That results 
in a relaxed working atmosphere for your staff 
and prevents conflicts with noise regulations in 
the workplace. 

The perfect soundproofing 

IMEDCO also offers windows, ceilings and walls 
in sound-absorbing SilentSHIELD™ construction. 
The IMEDCO sound insulation system Silent-
SHIELD™, was tested by an independently Insti-
tute. Talk to us when it comes to acoustic issues, 
radiofrequency or magnetic shielding. Profit from 
our know-how and the decades-long experience 
as well as from several thousand successful in-
stalled RF shields all over the world.

Preconditions

●  Operating pressure: 8 bar 

●  FAD 34 l/min 

●  Working pressure: 5 bar 

●  Dry and dust free pressure air (no water/oil)  

●  According to ISO 8573-1, Class 4 

●  Compressor by IMEDCO as an option 

Measured noise suppression R  (43 dB)
Displaced reference curve acc. to ISO 140/717
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The RF-sliding door from IMEDCO is the ideal solution in limited space. This door allows you an comfortable 
and elegant access to the MR room. Whether double-leaf or single-leaf, the function is ensured by an electro-
pneumatic control. The door can be opened or closed at any time from inside and outside with the operating 
consoles. Because we care about security, the door can always be unlocked mechanically in an emergency case. 
The flat threshold allows barrier-free access. The white melamine resin decorative surface ensures aesthetics 
and purity.

  SlidingDOOR  

  « single & double »
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Double sliding door:

Dimension: W = 2000 mm or 2400 mm, H = 2100 mm

Note: symmetrical double leaf  

Single sliding door:

Dimension: W = 1200 mm or 1400 mm, H = 2100 mm

Features and your benefits 
●  RF shielding attenuation 
    according to MR specifications 

●  Stepless threshold provides 
    barrier-free access  

●  Automatic operation 

●  Low maintenance costs 

●  Mechanical unlock 
    in emergency case 

Preconditions

●  Operating pressure: 8 bar 

●  FAD 34 l/min 

●  Working pressure: 5 bar 

●  Dry and dust free pressure 
    air (no water/oil)  

●  According to ISO 8573-1, 
    Class 4 

●  Power supply 230/240V
    50/60 Hz 

Pressure
8 bar

Included Wiring
20 Meter

Included Pipe
4 Meter

Control & Safety 
Features

~1100mm Option Key
Switch / Lock

Electrical Supply
230/240V 50/60Hz
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Pressure
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Control
& Safety 
Features

Option Key
 Switch/Lock
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Safety first & identifying risks

Did you know that ferromagnetic items can turn into projectiles in an MR room? Both ferromagnetic detec-
tors and competent staff make up the most important safety measures for your MRI operations. You are not 
only protecting patients and your staff but also your valuable investment. Serious accidents and following 
costly MRI downtimes belong to the past.

  FerrALERT™ HALO II Plus  

   Ferromagnetic detector-portal for MR rooms
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Features and your benefits

●  Integrated into your IMEDCO RF enclosure 

●  Visual proximity warning 

●  Detection and localisation of the object  

●  No false alarm due to light barrier  

●  Adjustable volume and sensitivity  

●  Optionally also suitable for inward-opening doors  

●  Clear width up to 1 200 mm  

●  Commissioning and staff training by IMEDCO

How does it work?

The high-quality metal detector is integrated into 
our door frame to save space. You won’t notice 
it until you attempt to enter the MRI room with 
a ferro magnetic object. Although the optical prox-
imity alert will already have warned you much ear-
lier about the potential danger. Should the person 
continue walking and enter the portal, an acoustic 
as well as a visual alarm will be triggered. Inte-
grated lights will also indicate the position of the 
ferromagnetic object. Bothersome false alarms 
are prevented by a light barrier and will not trouble 
your staff. As a result, any alarm will always be 
taken seriously.   

When the RF door is closed and the examination is 
in progress, the FerrAlert™ is inactivated in order to 
avoid any interference. Opening the RF door reacti-
vates the safety function.  

The HALO II Plus version can additionally detect 
when somebody enters or exits the MRI room. 
Thus the sensor is only activated when someone 
enters the MRI room. When the person exits the 
room after the examination, the acoustic signal is 
not triggered again.

Preconditions

●  Installation together with an IMEDCO RF shielding  

●  Assembly outside the 5 Gauss line  

●  220 V power supply provided on site

●  Lead time 8 weeks  
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Approaching Threat
Warming Light

2 White lights show that
Photo-Electric has been triggered: 

unit is now in Alarm mode

Magnetic Disturbance
Indicator Lights

(Dual Amber Bar Graphs)

PRE-WARNING MODE
60 green lights per side indicate

dual sensor locations: 
unit is actively scanning

48 red lights will flash in both
verticals if a large ferromagnetic object

approaches the unit

ALARM MODE
Audio alarm is triggered:

4 red lights show
specifc location of threat



Safety first & identifying risks

Did you know that ferro-magnetic items can turn into projectiles in an MR room? Both the ferromagnetic 
detectors and competent staff make up the most important safety measures for your MRI department 
operations. You are protecting not only patients and your staff but also your valuable investment. Serious 
accidents and following costly MRI downtimes belong to the past. 

  FerrALERT™ SOLO 

  Ferromagnetic detector for MR rooms
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Features and your benefits 

●  Visual and acoustic warning 

●  Detection and localisation of the hazard 

●  Very sensitive detection (hairpin size)  

●  Adjustable volume and sensitivity  

●  Measurements: H = 220 cm × B = 5,8 cm × T = 8,9 cm

●  Commissioning and staff training by IMEDCO 

How does it work?

The high-quality metal detector FerrAlert™ 
SOLO can be mounted free-standing or on 
a wall. As a free-standing version, the roll-
ers integrated in the foot and the optionally 
available battery pack provide you with a high 
degree of flexibility. Regardless of where you 
place the detector, the motion sensor will 
activate the 6 detection zones of the sensor 
strip when approached. It will even indicate 
the position of the supposedly ferromagnetic 
object. In addition, an acoustic signal sounds. 
The sensitivity of the detector as well as the 
volume of the acoustic signal can be indi-
vidually adjusted. We recommend using the 
detector in the preparation room in order to 
identify potential dangers at an early stage.  
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Scanning
the user

with green lights 
in column

Located
the ferrous hazard

with amber lights 
in column

Monitoring
the ambient magnetic field

without lights
in column

Control panel



Virtual LED windows enhance your patients’ comfort

The virtual window produced by IMEDCO opens up enticing views 
of the outside world, even in dull weather.   

It improves your patients’ comfort and reduces stress and anxi-
ety before and during the examination. It has been proved that 
pictures and colours can have a calming effect on humans. Your 
staff will enjoy the brightly lit designs. The pleasant atmosphere 
naturally leads to and lets you benefit from shorter patient tran-
sit and favourable patient feedback.   

Would you prefer to have your virtual window installed in the ceiling 
or perhaps as part of the wall? Both are possible as we produce 
the light boxes and mountings ourselves.  

Thanks to our many years of experience in planning and installing 
over thousands MR rooms, we are glad to assist you not only with 
the implementation and optimal positioning of the illuminated 
images, but of course also with the realisation of your entire RF 
enclosure.

 VirtualWindoW 

 View of nature

Features and your benefits

●  Patient comfort 

●  Pleasant atmosphere 

●  Ceiling and wall mounting (option) 

●  Brilliant colour rendition

●  Digital print including protection foil

●  Consistant illumination

●  Several size available

●  MRI compatible
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Natural motive walls make your MR room open and friendly. 
The new room experience sets fabulous accents in every 
room size and creates a visually generous sense of space. 

The motives are provided in the best quality on our interior 
decoration panels and have a UV and scratch protection. 
By selecting an image out of our huge database, you are able 
to customize your own motive by choosing your personal 
size and shape. 

By juxtaposing the wall panels, almost seamless, the bor-
ders are merely limited through the image size or resolution.   

We will gladly advise you and help you with the optimal de-
sign of your decorative wall and its implementation in your RF 
enclosure.

 PictureWALL  

 Motivating wall covering

Features and your benefits

●  Patient comfort  

●  Pleasant atmosphere 

●  Hugh selection of images  

●  Perfectly integrated in IMEDCO wall covers 

●  Digital print / UV and scratch protection 
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Features and your benefits 
●  Patient comfort  

●  Pleasant atmosphere

●  Wall-panels available as well  

●  Perfectly integrated into the ceiling coves  

●  Smooth colour change  

●  Even colour distribution

●  MRI compatible

High patient comfort with colour lighting

The LED mood lighting by IMEDCO, creates a relaxed atmo-
sphere in your MR room. It has been proved that colours 
have a calming effect on humans. This in turn leads to an 
improvement in your patients’ comfort and reduces stress 
and anxiety before and during the examination.  

Even your staff will enjoy the changing colours. The pleasant 
atmosphere naturally leads to and lets you benefit from 
shorter patient transit times and favourable patient feed-
back.   

Thanks to our many years of experience planning and in-
stalling over thousands of MRI rooms, we are glad to assist 
you with not only the implementation and optimal use of 
the mood lighting, but of course also with the realisation 
of your entire RF-enclosure.

  RelaxingLIGHT  

   Mood lighting for MR rooms 
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Features and your benefits 
●  Patient comfort  

●  Pleasant atmosphere

●  RelaxingLIGHT for ceiling cornice available   

●  Perfectly integrated in our wall panels  

●  Smooth colour change  

●  Even colour distribution

●  MRI-compatible

High patient comfort with colour-changing wall panels 

IMEDCO’s RGB wall panels creates a relaxed atmosphere 
in your MR room. It has been proved that colours can have 
a calming effect on humans. This in turn leads to an im-
provement in your patients’ comfort and reduces stress 
and anxiety before and during the examination.  

Even your staff will enjoy the changing colours. The pleasant 
atmosphere naturally leads to and lets you benefit from 
shorter patient transit times and favourable patient feed-
back.   

Thanks to our many years of experience planning and in-
stalling over thousands of MRI rooms, we are pleased to 
assist you with not only the implementation and optimal 
use of the mood lighting, but of course also with the reali-
sation of your entire RF-enclosure.

  RelaxingPANEL  

   Mood lighting for MR rooms 
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Features and your benefits 
●  Plea sant & individual atmosphere  

●  Patient comfort 

●  High-end product (laser technology)   

●  Ultra-short-throw projector  

●  Dust protected 

●  Integrated within the IMEDCO ceiling 

●  MRI compatible  

●  Integrated loudspeakers (10W) 

●  Remote controller  

●  Long service life of approx. 20 000 hours

The IMEDCO projector brings movement into your MR room. 
For this purpose, an ultra-short throw projector is used, which 
can be discreetly integrated in the IMEDCO ceiling system. 
You can choose from two versions of the Animation BEAM, 
the WXGA or the FULL HD version. The new laser technology 
allows you to project animations, photos or videos in the best 
possible quality onto the walls of your MR room. It provides 
a completely new perspective for you and your patients. 

The projector is housed in a special shielded box and was 
designed especially for use in the MR room. Signals can be 
transmitted to the projector without interference via a fibre 
optic connection HDMI or a USB stick.

  AnimationBEAM  

  Projections for MR rooms
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Technical data’s 
●  Projection surface 
    1600 x 950 mm @ 10 cm wall clearance      
    2000 x 1200 mm @ 20 cm wall clearance 

●  Up to 3000 mm diagonally with 
    Full HD-Projector 

●  Resolution: WXGA 1280 × 800 

●  As an option: Full HD 1920 × 1080

●  4000 ANSI lumen 

●  Contrast ratio: 100 000:1

●  RoHS & CE approved

●  I/O connectors: HDMI (fiber optic), USB
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Features and your benefits 
●  Plea sant & individual atmosphere 

●  Suitable for fMRI applications

●  Higher LED full HD technology 

●  Patient comfort

●  Integrated within the IMEDCO interior finishing

●  Long service life of approx. 20 000 hours

●  Other installation options on request

●  Easy to operate

The 32” full HD AnimationSCREEN has been specially 
developed for the use in an MRI room. The image area 
is aesthetically integrated within our interior finishing. 
The monitor is generally placed at the rear wall behind  
the MR device. This allows the patient to see the image 
through the MR manufacturer supplied mirror-unit during 
the MRI scan. Consequently the patient comfort rise to 
more pleasant and stress-free experience, especially for  
claustrophobic patients and children.

The interface outside the MRI room enables connection 
to the various media sources. The signals are transmitted 
via fibre optics to the monitor without interference.

  AnimationSCREEN    

  MRI-compatible monitor

Technical specifications 
●  Screen 32” approx. 80 cm full HD (1080p)

●  Fibre optic transmission for data transfer

●  Tested for 3.0T MRI systems
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Features and your benefits 
●  Privacy for your patients 

●  Modern and elegant design

●  Long service life 

●  Adjustable for IMEDCO RF-windows

●  Sound reduction

●  No influence on image quality

More privacy for patients at the touch of a button

The intelligent PrivacyGLASS becomes transparent when an  
ele ctrical voltage is applied, so you have full view of the patient.  
If there is no voltage, the glass becomes opaque. The added  
“switchable glass” is seamlessly integrated into our specifically  
produced frame to the outer face of the RF window. You can  
also expect a further advantage in terms of sound insulation, 
since the glass acts as another sound barrier. In combination 
with our special SilentSHIELD™ acoustic window frame, a sound  
reduction index of Rw 55dB can be achieved.

  PrivacyGLASS  

  Switchable window

Technical specifications 
●  Electrical socket 230 V switched, 
    above the RF-window
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